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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD — EXECUTIVE 

Statement by Minister for Agriculture and Food 
MR D.T. REDMAN (Blackwood–Stirling — Minister for Agriculture and Food) [12.08 pm]: I am pleased 
to inform the house that the Department of Agriculture and Food has announced its new executive line-up to lead 
the revitalised organisation and support the state’s $13 billion agriculture and food sector. Since becoming 
minister, I have been firm about shifting the focus of the department to reflect an economic development 
approach. This means a clear focus on activities that will have the biggest economic impact for the agriculture 
and food industry. 

Under this new executive team, there will be three industry-based directorates—one for grains, one for livestock 
and one for irrigated agriculture—as well as agricultural resource risk management, including border biosecurity 
and invasive species, regional operations and development, and corporate strategy and operations. In a major 
shift from the previous structure, the industry-focused executives will have responsibility for policy, 
productivity, innovation, biosecurity, food and value adding, trade, sustainability and business development 
within each sector.  

The new executive directors, who will be in operation from 1 July, include Greg Paust for regional operations 
and development; Peter Metcalfe for grains industries; Kevin Chennell for livestock industries; Terry Hill for 
irrigated agriculture and diversification; Meg Somers for corporate strategy and operations; and John Ruprecht 
for agricultural resource risk management. I am confident that these executive directors, along with the 
leadership of the director general, will help the department move forward to meet its key priority of building 
industry productivity, profitability and resilience. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Thank you, members! 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: The Department of Agriculture and Food is introducing a new business approach and 
refocussing its efforts on innovation and economic development to boost the contribution of the agriculture and 
food sector to the WA economy. This means that the department will be working closely with industry to ensure 
our work is targeting those areas that will really make a difference to the success of the sector. The new structure 
and holistic approach will bring together all of the key factors that affect industry development and will enable 
the department to be more responsive to the changing needs of industry and markets. 

I am pleased that the announcement of the new executive group has been welcomed by industry groups such as 
the Western Australian Farmers Federation. I look forward to continuing a positive working relationship with 
them and others in the challenging times ahead of us in all of the agriculture and food industries. 
 


